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Abstract. We present a first result towards the use of entailment in-
side relational dual tableau-based decision procedures. To this end, we
introduce a fragment of RL(1), called ({1,∪,∩} ; ), which admits a re-
stricted form of composition, (R ;S) or (R ; 1), where the left subterm R
of (R ; S) is only allowed to be either the constant 1, or a Boolean term
neither containing the complement operator nor the constant 1, while in
the case of (R ; 1), R can only be a Boolean term involving relational
variables and the operators of intersection and of union. We prove the
decidability of the ({1,∪,∩} ; )-fragment by defining a dual tableau-
based decision procedure with a suitable blocking mechanism and where
the rules to decompose compositional formulae are modified so to deal
with the constant 1 while preserving termination.
The ({1,∪,∩} ; )-fragment properly includes the logics presented in pre-
vious work and, therefore, it allows one to express, among others, the
multi-modal logic K with union and intersection of accessibility relations,
and the description logic ALC with union and intersection of roles.
1 Introduction
The relational representation of various non-classical propositional logics has
been systematically analyzed in the last decades [11]. A uniform relational frame-
work based on the logic of binary relations RL(1), presented in [10] and called
relational dual tableau, showed to be an effective logical means to represent in a
modular way three fundamental components of a formal system: its syntax, se-
mantics, and deduction system. Relational systems have been defined for modal
and intuitionistic logics, for relevant and many-valued logics, for reasoning in
logics of information and data analysis, for reasoning about time and space, etc.
The formalization of non-classical logics in RL(1) is based on the fact that
once the Kripke-style semantics of the considered logic is known, formulae can
be treated as relations. In particular, since in Kripke-style semantics formulae
are interpreted as collections of objects, in their relational representation they
are seen as right ideal relations. In the case of binary relations this means that
(R ;1) = R is satisfied, where ‘;’ is the composition operation on binary relations
and ‘1’ is the universal relation.
One of the most useful features of the relational methodology is that, given a
logic with a relational formalization, we can construct its relational dual tableau
in a systematic and modular way.
Though the relational logic RL(1) is undecidable, it contains several decid-
able fragments. In many cases, however, dual tableau proof systems are not
decision procedures for decidable fragments of RL(1). This is mainly due to the
way decomposition and specific rules are defined and to the strategy of proof
construction.
Over the years, great efforts have been spent to construct dual tableau proof
systems for various logics known to be decidable; little care has been taken,
however, to design dual tableau-based decision procedures for them. On the other
hand, it is well known that when a proof system is designed and implemented, it
is important to have decision procedures for decidable logics. In [5], for example,
an optimized relational dual tableau for RL(1), based on Binary Decision Graphs,
has been implemented. However, such an implementation turns out not to be
effective for decidable fragments.
As far as we know, relational dual tableau-based decision procedures can be
found in [11] for fragments of RL(1) corresponding to the class of first-order
formulae in prenex normal form with universal quantifiers only, in [7,8] for the
relational logic corresponding to the modal logic K, in [2,3] for fragments of RL
characterized by some restrictions in terms of type (R ; S), in [6] for a class
of relational logics admitting a single relational constant with the properties of
reflexivity, transitivity, and heredity, and in [1] for a class of relational fragments
extending the ones introduced in [6] by allowing a countable infinity of relational
constants with the properties of reflexivity, transitivity, and heredity.
Throughout the paper the terms of type (R ; S) will be referred to as com-
positional terms. Similarly, the formulae built with compositional terms will be
referred to as compositional formulae.
In some cases, like in [6] and in [1], fragments with relational constants satisfy-
ing some fixed properties are considered. Therefore, dual tableau-based decision
procedures are endowed with specific rules to treat relational constants and their
properties. The design of specific rules often needs much care because termina-
tion of the proof procedure must be guaranteed. This task is delicate especially
when the proof system provides several specific rules for different relational con-
stants, and when the relational constants are related to each other.
An alternative way to treat properties of relational constants and of rela-
tional variables, and of relations between them, is to use relational entailment.
Relational entailment can be formalized in the logic RL(1) as follows. Given re-
lations R,R1, . . . , Rn, with n ≥ 1, one has that R1=1, . . . , Rn=1 imply R=1
in a model if and only if (1 ; (–(R1 ∩ . . . ∩ Rn)) ; 1) ∪ R=1 holds. As a conse-
quence of that, any validity checker for RL(1) can also be applied to verification
of entailment.
Introduction of entailment inside relational proof systems permits to elim-
inate specific rules and, consequently, to keep the set of decomposition rules
small. In its relational formalization, however, entailment involves the universal
constant 1 on the left hand side and on the right hand side of compositional
terms. Thus, the design of a relational dual tableau-based decision procedure
where entailment is admitted is a challenging task that requires special care.
In this paper we present a first result towards the use of entailment inside
relational dual tableau-based decision procedures. We introduce a fragment of
RL(1), called ({1,∪,∩} ; ), admitting a restricted form of composition where the
left subterm, R, of any term of type (R ; S) is allowed to be either the constant
1 or any term constructed from the relational variables by applying only the
operators of relational intersection and union. Similarly, terms of type (R ; 1)
are admitted only if R is a Boolean term neither containing the complement
operator nor the constant 1.
We prove that the ({1,∪,∩} ; )-fragment is decidable by defining a dual
tableau-based decision procedure where a suitable blocking mechanism has been
introduced and rules for compositional and complemented compositional formu-
lae have been appropriately modified to deal with the constant 1 while preserving
termination.
This fragment properly includes the logics presented in [2] and, therefore, it
can express the multi-modal logic K with union and intersection of accessibility
relations, and the description logic ALC with union and intersection of roles.
Furthemore it can express via entailment properties of the form ‘r ⊆ –(s1 ∪ s2)’
and ‘(s1 ∪ s2) ⊆ – r’, where r, s1, and s2 are relational variables.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we briefly review the syntax
and semantics of the relational logic RL(1) together with its dual tableau. In
Sect. 3 we introduce some useful notions which will be used in the rest of the
paper. In Sect. 4 we present the ({1,∪,∩} ; )-fragment, its dual tableau-based
decision procedure, and prove termination and correctness of the latter. Finally,
in Sect. 5, we draw our conclusions and give some hints for future work.
2 The Relational Logic RL(1) and its Dual Tableau
In this section we review the logic RL(1) and its dual tableau in full extent (see
also [3] and [11]).
Let RV be a countably infinite set of relational variables p, q, r, s, . . . and let
1 be a relational constant. Then, the set RT of relational terms of RL(1) is the
smallest set of terms (with respect to inclusion) containing all relational variables
and the relational constant 1, and which is closed with respect to the relational
operators ‘∩’, ‘∪’, ‘;’ (binary) and ‘–’, ‘ `’ (unary).
LetOV be a countably infinite set of object (individual) variables x, y, z, w, . . ..
Then, RL(1)-formulae have the form xRy, where x, y ∈ OV and R ∈ RT. RL(1)-
formulae of type x1y and xry, with r ∈ RV, are called atomic RL(1)-formulae.
A literal is either an atomic formula or its complementation (namely a formula
of type x(– 1)y or x(– r)y). For a relational operator ‘♯’ other than ‘–’, by a (♯)-
term we mean a relational term whose main operator is ‘♯’, and by a (– ♯)-term
we indicate a relational term having ‘–’ followed by ‘♯’ as its main operator.
A (♯)-formula (resp., (– ♯)-formula) is a formula whose relational term is a (♯)-
term (resp., (– ♯)-term). A Boolean term is a relational term involving only the
Boolean operators ‘–’, ‘∪’, and ‘∩’.
RL(1)-formulae are interpreted in RL(1)-models. An RL(1)-model is a struc-
ture M = (U,m), where U is a nonempty universe and m : RV → ℘(U × U) is
a given map which is homomorphically extended to the whole collection RT of
relational terms as follows:
– m(1) = U × U ;
– m(–R) = (U × U) \m(R);
– m(R ∪ S) = m(R) ∪m(S);
– m(R ∩ S) = m(R) ∩m(S);
– m(R ; S) = m(R) ;m(S)
= {(a, b)∈U×U : (a, c)∈m(R) and (c, b)∈m(S), for some c ∈ U};
– m(R`) = (m(R))` = {(b, a) ∈ U × U : (a, b)∈m(R)}.
LetM = (U,m) be an RL(1)-model. A valuation inM is any function v : OV→
U . Given an object variable z in OV, a valuation v1 is a z-variant of another
valuation v if v1(x) = v(x), for every x ∈ OV such that x 6= z. Satisfaction of
an RL(1)-formula xRy by an RL(1)-model M = (U,m) and by a valuation v in
M is defined by
M, v |= xRy iff (v(x), v(y)) ∈ m(R).
An RL(1)-formula xRy is true in a model M = (U,m) if M, v |= xRy, for every
valuation v in M. An RL(1)-formula xRy is said to be valid if it is true in all
RL(1)-models. An RL(1)-formula xRy is falsified by a model M = (U,m) and
by a valuation v in M if M, v 6|= xRy. It is falsifiable if there are a model M
and a valuation v in M such that M, v 6|= xRy. An RL(1)-set is a finite set of
RL(1)-formulae {ϕ1, . . . , ϕn} such that for every RL(1)-model M and for every
valuation v in M there exists an i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that ϕi is satisfied by v in
M. Plainly, the first-order disjunction of the formulae in an RL(1)-set is valid in
first-order logic.
Proof development in dual tableaux proceeds by systematically decompos-
ing the (disjunction of the) formula(e) to be proved till a validity condition is
detected, expressed in terms of axiomatic sets (see below). Such an analytic
approach is similar to Beth’s tableau method, with the difference that the two
systems work in a dual manner. Duality between tableaux and dual tableaux
has been analyzed in depth in [9].
RL(1)-dual tableaux consist of decomposition rules, which allow one to ana-
lyze the structure of the formula to be proved valid, and of axiomatic sets, which
specify the closure conditions. The decomposition rules for RL(1) are listed in
Table 1. In these rules, ‘,’ is interpreted as disjunction and ‘|’ as conjunction. A
rule is RL(1)-correct whenever the premise is an RL(1)-set if and only if each
Table 1. RL(1) decomposition rules.
(∪)
x(R ∪ S)y
xRy, xSy
(–∪)
x(–(R ∪ S))y
x(–R)y | x(–S)y
(∩)
x(R ∩ S)y
xRy|xSy
(–∩)
x(–(R ∩ S))y
x(–R)y, x(–S)y
(– –)
x(– –R)y
xRy
(`)
x(R`)y
yRx
(– `)
x(–(R`))y
y(–R)x
(;)
x(R ; S)y
xRz, x(R ; S)y | zSy, x(R ; S)y
(– ;)
x(–(R ; S))y
x(–R)z, z(–S)y
(z is any object variable) (z is a new object variable)
of its consequents is an RL(1)-set. The rules presented in Table 1 are proved
RL(1)-correct in [11].
An RL(1)-axiomatic set is any set of RL(1)-formulae containing a subset of
one of the following forms:
(Ax 1) {xRy, x(–R)y}
(Ax 2) {x1y}.
Clearly, an RL(1)-axiomatic set is also an RL(1)-set.
Let xPy be an RL(1)-formula. An RL(1)-proof tree for xPy is an ordered tree
whose nodes are labelled by disjunctive sets of formulae such that the following
properties are satisfied:
– the root is labelled with the formula xPy;
– each node, except the root, is obtained from its predecessor node by an
application of a decomposition rule in Table 1 to one of the formulae labelling
it;
– a node does not have successors (i.e., it is a leaf node) whenever its set of
formulae is an axiomatic set or none of the rules of Table 1 can be applied
to its set of formulae.
A branch θ of a proof tree is any of its maximal paths; we denote with
⋃
θ the
set of all the formulae contained in the nodes of θ, and with Wθ the collection of
object variables occurring in the formulae contained in the nodes of θ. A node
of an RL(1)-proof tree is closed if its associated set of formulae is an axiomatic
set. A branch is closed if one of its nodes is closed. A proof tree is closed if all of
its branches are closed. An RL(1)-formula is RL(1)-provable if there is a closed
RL(1)-proof tree for it, referred to as an RL(1)-proof.
A node of an RL(1)-proof tree is falsified by a model M = (U,m) and a
valuation v in M if every formula xRy in its set of formulae is falsified by M
and v. A node is falsifiable if there exist a model M and a valuation v in M
which falsify it.
Correctness and completeness of the RL(1)-dual tableau are proved in [11].
However, the logic RL(1) is undecidable. This follows from the undecidability of
the equational theory of representable relation algebras discussed in [12].
3 Useful Notions and Properties
In this section we introduce constructions and notions needed for the presenta-
tion of the results of the paper.
Let P be any relational term in RL(1). The following identities hold:
(1 ∪ P ) ≡ (P ∪ 1) ≡ 1 ((– 1) ∪ P ) ≡ (P ∪ (– 1)) ≡ P
(1 ∩ P ) ≡ (P ∩ 1) ≡ P ((– 1) ∩ P ) ≡ (P ∩ (– 1)) ≡ (– 1)
(–(– 1)) ≡ 1
Let H be a relational term in RL(1) and let H ′ be obtained from H by system-
atically simplifying H by means of the above identities. If the simplification is
carried out in an inside-out way, the computational complexity of the transfor-
mation of H into H ′ is linear in the length of H . Moreover, the following lemma
holds.
Lemma 1. Let H be a relational term and let H ′ be constructed as outlined
above. Then every Boolean subterm P of H ′ either is equal to 1, or it is equal
to –1, or it does not contain 1.
Proof. Let P be a Boolean subterm of H ′. The proof is by induction over the
structure of P . We distinguish the following cases:
– If P ∈ ({1, –1} ∪ RV), then the thesis is trivially satisfied.
– If P = (Q∪S) or P = (Q∩S), then, by the construction of H ′, both Q and
S must be distinct from 1 and –1. Moreover, by the inductive hypothesis,
they cannot contain 1 and, consequently, P cannot contain 1 too.
– If P = (–Q), where Q 6= 1, then Q 6= – 1 by the construction of H ′ and the
thesis follows by the inductive hypothesis. ⊓⊔
It is easy to check that m(H) = m(H ′) holds for every RL(1)-modelM = (U,m)
and for every H ∈ RL(1). Therefore we can restrict our interest to relational
terms simplified as described above.
Parsing trees. As with formulae of standard first-order logic, it is possible
to associate to each relational term P of RL(1) a parsing tree SP , which is an
ordered tree constructed in the usual way. Let SP be the parsing tree for P ,
and let ν be a node of SP . We say that a relational term Q occurs within P at
position ν if the subtree of SP rooted at ν is identical to SQ. In this case we
refer to ν as an occurrence of Q in P and to the path from the root of SP to ν
as its occurrence path.
An occurrence of a relational term Q within a relational term P is positive if
its occurrence path deprived of its last node contains an even number of nodes
labelled with {–}. Otherwise, the occurrence is said to be negative.
Normal forms and term components. Next we define a complement nor-
mal form for Boolean relational terms, the notions of BoolN -formula, of Bool-
construction from N , where N is a set of formulae, and of set of components of
a relational term.
To begin with, we define recursively the function nf– (complement normal
form) on the set of Boolean relational terms as follows:
– nf–(1) = 1, and nf–(s) = s, for any relational variable s;
– nf–(S ♯ H) = nf–(S) ♯ nf–(H), for ♯ ∈ {∩,∪};
– nf–(–(S ∩H)) = nf–(–S) ∪ nf–(–H);
– nf–(–(S ∪H)) = nf–(–S) ∩ nf–(–H);
– nf–(– –S) = nf–(S).
Observe that the complement normal form of a term is obtained by successive
applications of the De Morgan laws and of the law of double negation.
A term is in complement normal form whenever the occurrences of the com-
plement operator in it act only on relational variables or constants.
Plainly, for every Boolean relational term R, the formulae xR y and x nf–(R) y
are logically equivalent, that isM, v |= xRy if and only ifM, v |= x nf–(R)y, for
every model M = (U,m) and every valuation v in M.
Let N be a set of formulae, and let R, S be two Boolean relational terms.
We define the notion of BoolN -formulae as follows:
– every literal xRy in N is a BoolN -formula;
– every formula of the form x(R∩S)y is a BoolN -formula, provided that either
xRy is a BoolN -formula and S is in the complement normal form or xSy is
a BoolN -formula and R is in the complement normal form;
– every formula of the form x(R ∪ S)y is a BoolN -formula if both xRy and
xSy are BoolN -formulae.
Clearly, if xSy is a BoolN -formula, then xSy is syntactically equal to x nf–(S) y
and we write xSy = x nf–(S) y. We say that a formula xRy has a Bool-
construction from N if x nf–(R) y is a BoolN -formula.
For example, given a set of formulae N = {x(– r)z, xsz, x(– p)y, z(p∪ s)y}, we
have that the formula x(((– r)∪s)∩q)z is a BoolN -formula because x((– r)∪s)z is
a BoolN -formula and xqz is in the complement normal form. On the other hand
the formula x(s∩(–(q∪p)))z is not a BoolN -formula because x(–(q∩p))z is not in
the complement normal form. Both formulae, however, have a Bool-construction
from N because x(((– r)∪s)∩q)z is a BoolN -formula and x nf–(s ∩ (–(q ∪ p)))z =
x(s∩ ((– q)∩ (– p)))z is a BoolN -formula. In this latter case, specifically, xsz is a
BoolN -formula and x((– q)∩ (– p))z is in the complement normal form, although
it is not a BoolN -formula.
Given a termR in RT, an object variable x, and a set of formulaeN , we define
V (R, x,N) as the set of object variables z such that xRz has a Bool-construction
from N .
Let P be a term in RT. We define recursively the set cp(P ) of the components
of the term P as follows:
– if P is the relational constant 1, or a relational variable, or their complement,
then cp(P ) = {P};
– if P = ––B, then cp(P ) = {P} ∪ cp(B);
– if P = B`, then cp(P ) = {P} ∪ cp(B);
– if P = B ♯C (resp., P = –(B ♯C)), then cp(P ) = {P}∪cp(B)∪cp(C) (resp.,
cp(P ) = {P} ∪ cp(–B) ∪ cp(–C)), for every binary relational operator ♯.
Clearly cp(P ) is finite, for any relational term P .
4 The Fragment ({1,∪,∩} ; ) and its Decision Procedure
Formulae of the fragment ({1,∪,∩} ; ) of RL(1) are characterized by the fact
that the left subterm R of any term of type (R ; S) in them is allowed to be
either the constant 1 or a term constructed from the relational variables of RV
by applying only the ‘∪’ and ‘∩’ operators, whereas the right subterm S of (R;S)
can involve all the relational operators of RL(1) but the converse operator ‘ `’.
Formally, the set RT({1,∪,∩}; ) of the terms allowed in ({1,∪,∩} ; )-formulae
is the smallest set of terms containing the constant 1 and the variables in RV,
and such that if P,Q,B,H ∈ RT({1,∪,∩}; ) and S ∈ {H,1}, with
– B a Boolean term neither containing the constant 1 nor the complement
operator, and
– H containing the constant 1 only inside terms of type (B ; 1),
then (–P ), (P ∪Q), (P ∩Q), (B ; S), (1 ; S) ∈ RT({1,∪,∩}; ).
Examples of formulae of the ({1,∪,∩} ; )-fragment are: x(–((r1 ∪ s) ; (p ; 1)))y,
x(1 ; ((r1 ∪ s) ; –(((q ∪ p) ∩ r1) ; 1)))y, and x(1 ; (((r1 ∪ s) ∩ r2) ; 1))y. The latter
formula can be rewritten as x(1 ; (–(–(r1 ∪ s)∪ – r2) ; 1))y, where (–(r1 ∪ s)∪ – r2)
is a relational term formalizing the property ‘(r1) ∪ s ⊆ – r2’.
The decomposition rules for Boolean formulae of our dual tableau-based de-
cision procedure are just the ones in Table 1. Concerning the rule to decompose
(;)-formulae, it is convenient to distinguish between (;)-formulae of type x(B ;S)y
and of type x(1 ;S)y. The rule for (;)-formulae of type x(B ;S)y is the (;)a -rule
of Table 2. There, z is an object variable belonging to V (–B, x,
⋃
θ). Notice that
if S = 1, the node resulting from the decomposition step is axiomatic. In case
of (;)-formulae of type x(1 ; S)y we apply the rule (;)b depicted in Table 2. The
variable z used in rule (;)b is any variable on the current node, provided that the
current branch does not already contain the formula zSy. Otherwise, x(1 ; S)y
is not decomposed with z. If S = 1, the consideration made with rule (;)a for
the node resulting from the decomposition step holds here as well.
Table 2. Decomposition rules proper of the ({1,∪,∩} ; )-fragment.
(;)a
x(B ; S)y
zSy, x(B ; S)y,
(;)b
x(1 ; S)y
zSy, x(1 ; S)y
(z object variable in V (–B, x,
⋃
θ)) (z is any object variable)
(– ;)a
x –(B ; 1)y
x(–B)z
(– ;)b
x –(1 ; S)y
z(–S)y
(z is a new object variable) (z is a new object variable)
For what concerns (– ;)-formulae, we consider first the case of formulae of
type x –(B ; S)y. If S 6= 1, such formulae are decomposed by means of the (– ;)-
rule in Table 1. Otherwise, when S = 1 we use the rule (– ;)a of Table 2. In
the case of formulae of type x –(1 ; S)y, with S 6= 1, we use instead the rule
(– ;)b of Table 2, with z an object variable new for the current node. The rule
is applied provided that the current branch does not contain any formula of the
form z′(–S)y, for any ‘new’ variable z′ (otherwise, the formula x –(1;S)y cannot
be decomposed). The formula x(–(1 ; 1))y is not decomposed.
Some remarks on the rules (;)b , (– ;)a , and (– ;)b of Table 2 are in order.
Observe that for every RL(1)-model M = (U,m), m(1) = U × U and thus,
for every valuation v and object variables x and z, we have M, v |= x1z and
M, v 6|= x(– 1)z. Thus, we shall assume without loss of generality that each node
of any dual tableau for formulae of the ({1,∪,∩} ; )-fragment contains implicitly
all literals of type x(– 1)z. This accounts for the fact that the decomposition rules
(– ;)a and (– ;)b do not introduce z(–1)y and x
′(–1)z, respectively, on the new
node, and rule (;)b restricts z to be any variable on the current node, rather than
any possible variable. However, we shall prove that such a restriction preserves
the completeness of the procedure.
It is convenient to introduce the notion of deduction tree for RL(1)-formulae
to give a step-by-step description of the proof tree construction process.
As proof trees, deduction trees are ordered trees whose nodes are labelled
with disjunctive sets. However, deduction trees may have some leaf nodes that
do not contain any axiomatic set and such that decomposition rules can still be
applied to them. As it will be clarified below, deduction trees can be seen as
“approximations” of proof trees with the property that they can be completed
to proof trees.
Definition 1. Let xPy be a ({1,∪,∩} ; )-formula. A deduction tree T for xPy
is recursively defined as follows:
(a) the tree with only one node labelled with {xPy} is a deduction tree for xPy
(initial deduction tree);
(b) let T be a deduction tree for xPy and let θ be a branch of T whose leaf
node N does not contain an axiomatic set.3 The tree obtained from T by
3 From now on, we identify nodes with the (disjunctive) sets labelling them.
applying to N either one of the decomposition rules in Table 1 (for Boolean
formulae and for (– ;)-formulae of type x′ –(B ; S)y, with S 6= 1), or one of
the decomposition rules in Table 2 (for (;)-formulae, and for (– ;)-formulae
of type x′ –(B ; 1)y and of type x –(1 ;S)y) is a deduction tree for xPy. More
precisely, rules applications are described as follows:
• if a formula x′Qy occurs in N and a rule with a single conclusion set of
formulae Γ (resp., a branching rule with the conclusion sets Γ1 and Γ2)
is applicable to x′Qy, then we append the node N ′ = (N \ {x′Qy}) ∪ Γ
as the successor of N in θ (resp., the node N ′1 = (N \ {x
′Qy}) ∪ Γ1 as
the left successor of N and the node N ′2 = (N \ {x
′Qy})∪Γ2 as the right
successor of N in θ).
Given a branch θ of a deduction tree, each object variable in Wθ \ {x, y} is
generated by an application of a (– ;)-decomposition rule. We say that a variable
w is an ancestor of degree n of a variable z ∈ Wθ \ {x, y} if there is a sequence
z1, . . . , zn of variables in Wθ \ {x, y}, with zn = z and n ≥ 1, such that z1 is
generated by a (– ;)-formula w(–(B0 ; S0))y, z2 is generated by a (– ;)-formula
z1(–(B1;S1))y,..., zn is generated by a (– ;)-formula zn−1(–(Bn−1;Sn−1))y, where
w(–(B0 ; S0))y, z1(–(B1 ; S1))y,..., zn−1(–(Bn−1 ; Sn−1))y are formulae of θ. In
such a case, we say that z1 is a descendant of degree 1 of w and that zn = z is
a descendant of degree n of w.
It is useful to introduce a total order among object variables in Wθ, denoted
<θ, such that:
– x <θ w, for every w ∈ Wθ \ {x},
– x1 <θ x2, for every x1, x2 ∈ Wθ \ {x, y} such that x1 has been introduced in
θ before x2,
– y <θ z, for every z descendant of y,
– w <θ y, for every w that is not a descendant of y.
Remark 1. Notice that the relationship ancestor/descendant is based on the lit-
erals of type x′(– r)z that are generated by applying either the (– ;)-rule of Table 1
or the (– ;)a -rule of Table 2, and some consequent Boolean decompositions. Any
variable z resulting from the decomposition of a (– ;)-formula of type x(–(1;S))y
is not a descendant of x. However, according to the definition of the order <θ,
x <θ z holds.
Let θ be a branch of a deduction tree, and let z(–(B ; S))y and z′(–(B ; S))y be
two (– ;)-formulae occurring in θ. We say that z′(–(B ; S))y blocks z(–(B ; S))y
(and that z(–(B ; S))y is blocked by z′(–(B ; S))y), if the following conditions
are satisfied:
– z(–(B ; S))y and z′(–(B ; S))y are identical with the exception of the left
object variable,
– z′(–(B ;S))y has been already decomposed in θ using the object variable w,
– for every (;)-formula z(B1 ; Q)y occurring in θ such that z(–B1)w has a
Bool-construction from the set of literals that result from the Boolean de-
composition of z(–B)w, the (;)-formula z′(B1 ;Q)y occurs in θ as well.
4.1 The Decision Procedure
Starting with an initial deduction tree T0 for a given formula xPy, the following
procedure constructs a proof tree for xPy.
1. For every non-axiomatic branch θ of the current deduction tree,
2. while θ is non-axiomatic and is further expandable, let z be the smallest
variable w.r.t. <θ such that formulae on θ with left variable z have not
been decomposed in θ. Apply to the formulae on θ having left variable z
the decomposition rules in the following order: Boolean rules, (– ;)-rules,
rule (;)a , and then apply rule (;)b to decompose the (;)-formulae of type
x(1 ; S)y in θ with the variable z till saturation. We require that:
a. all the rules can be applied at most once with the same premise;
b. every formula of type (– ;), z(–(B ;S))y is not decomposed provided that
it is blocked by a (– ;)-formula z′(–(B ; S))y occurring in θ.
If z′(–(B ; S))y was decomposed in θ with the variable w, then for ev-
ery literal z′(– r)w ∈
⋃
θ (obtained from the application of the Boolean
rules to z′(–B)w) we store the literal z(– r)w in Lit (– ;), a set (empty at
the beginning of the execution of the procedure) collecting literals not
explicitly occurring in θ that are needed to construct the modelMθ (see
step 4).
3. If the branch θ is axiomatic and all the other branches on the current deduc-
tion tree are axiomatic, then the current deduction tree is a proof tree for
xPy and we terminate. Otherwise, if the branch θ is axiomatic and there are
still non-axiomatic branches on the current deduction tree, return to step 1.
4. Otherwise, if θ is non-axiomatic, namely it is a non-axiomatic not further
expandable branch, we construct from θ the model Mθ = (Uθ,mθ) defined
as follows. We put Uθ =Wθ. Next, let Litθ be the set of all literals occurring
in θ, and let Lit (– ;) be defined as in step 2. We define the interpretation
mθ by putting (x
′, y′) /∈ mθ(R) if and only if x
′Ry′ ∈ (Litθ ∪ Lit (– ;)). Let
vθ : OV→ Uθ be a valuation such that vθ(x) =Def x, for every x ∈ Uθ. We
terminate returning θ, Mθ, and vθ.
The next lemma states two useful properties of the formulae occurring on
the deduction trees constructed by the proof procedure above.
Lemma 2. Let T be a deduction tree for xPy constructed by an execution of
the procedure described above. If x′Rx′′ is a formula of a branch θ of T , then
(i) R ∈ cp(P ),
(ii) if R contains the composition operator, then x′′ = y.
Proof. Let T0, . . . , Tn be a sequence of deduction trees constructed by an execu-
tion of the proof procedure illustrated above, where T0 = {xPy} and each Ti+1
is obtained from Ti, for i = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1 by the application of a decomposition
rule and Tn = T .
We prove by induction on i that, for every x′Rx′′ occurring on Ti, (i) and
(ii) hold. If i = 0, T0 = {xPy} and therefore (i) and (ii) are trivially verified. By
the inductive step, we assume that (i) and (ii) are true for every formula of Ti.
Since Ti+1 is obtained from Ti by the application of a decomposition rule to the
leaf node of one of its branches θ¯, all the formulae on Ti+1, with the exception
of the new formulae originated by the decomposition step, occur also in Ti and
thus satisfy (i) and (ii). Then we have to prove that (i) and (ii) hold also for the
formulae originating from the decomposition step.
Let us consider θ¯, its leaf node N¯ , and the formula x′Rx′′ chosen to be
decomposed. We analyze the possible cases. If x′Rx′′ ≡ x′(Q1 ∩ Q2)x
′′, then
we append N¯ ′ = (N¯ \ {x′Rx′′}) ∪ {x′Q1x
′′} as the left successor and N¯ ′′ =
(N¯ \{x′Rx′′})∪{x′Q2x
′′} as the right successor of N¯ . Since Q1, Q2 ∈ cp(R) and
R ∈ cp(P ), we have that Q1, Q2 ∈ cp(P ) and thus (i) is satisfied by x
′Q1x
′′ and
x′Q2x
′′. If R does not contain the composition operator, (ii) is trivially verified.
Otherwise, x′′ = y, and thus (ii) holds for x′Q1x
′′ and for x′Q2x
′′ too. The
remaining Boolean cases can be proved in an analogous way.
If x′Rx′′ = x′(B ;S)x′′ and z ∈ V (–B, x′,
⋃
θ), we append N¯ ′ = N¯ ∪{zSx′′}
as the successor of N¯ . Since S ∈ cp(R) and R ∈ cp(P ), it follows that S ∈ cp(P )
and thus (i) holds also for zSx′′. Since x′′ = y, (ii) holds for zSx′′ as well. The
case in which x′Rx′′ = x′(1 ; S)x′′ can be treated in an analogous way.
If x′Rx′′ = x′(–(B ; S))x′′, with S 6= 1, we append N¯ ′ = (N¯ \ {x′(–(B ;
S))x′′}) ∪ {x′(–B)z, z(–S)x′′} as the successor of N¯ , where z is new for N¯ .
Since –B, –S ∈ cp(R) and R ∈ cp(P ), –B, –S ∈ cp(P ) and thus (i) holds
for both x′(–B)z and z(–S)x′′. Since x′′ = y and (–B) does not contain the
complement operator, (ii) is trivially satisfied for both x′(–B)z and z(–S)x′′.
The cases x′(–(1 ; S))x′′ and S = 1 can be handled in a similar way. ⊓⊔
4.2 Termination of the procedure
Let T be a deduction tree for a formula xPy of the ({1,∪,∩} ; )-fragment
constructed according to the procedure described in Sect. 4.1. To prove that the
procedure always terminates it is useful to give the following characterization of
a non-axiomatic not further expandable branch θ of T :
– x′1y′ /∈ N , for every node N ∈ θ;
– if x′Ry′ (resp., x′(–R)y′) occurs in a node N ∈ θ, then x′(–R)y′ (resp.,
x′Ry′) does not occur in any node N ′ ∈ θ;
– if x′(– –Q)y′ occurs in a node N ∈ θ, then there is a node N ′ ∈ θ, successor
of N , such that x′Qy′ ∈ N ′;
– if x′(Q1 ∩ Q2)y
′ occurs in a node N ∈ θ, then there is a node N ′ ∈ θ,
successor of N , such that either x′Q1y
′ ∈ N ′ or x′Q2y
′ ∈ N ′;
– if x′(Q1 ∪ Q2)y
′ occurs in a node N ∈ θ, then there is a node N ′ ∈ θ,
successor of N , such that x′Q1y
′ ∈ N ′ and x′Q1y
′ ∈ N ′;
– if x′(–(Q1 ∩ Q2))y
′ occurs in a node N ∈ θ, then there is a node N ′ ∈ θ,
successor of N , such that x′(–Q1)y, x
′(–Q2)y
′ ∈ N ′;
– if x′(–(Q1 ∪ Q2))y
′ occurs in a node N ∈ θ, then there is a node N ′ ∈ θ,
successor of N , such that either x′(–Q1)y
′ or x′(–Q2)y
′ ∈ N ′;
– if x′(B ; S)y, with S 6= 1, occurs in a node N ∈ θ, then, for every z ∈
V (−B, x′,S), there is a node N ′ ∈ θ, successor of N , such that zSy ∈ N ′;
– if x(1 ; S)y, with S 6= 1, occurs in a node N ∈ θ, then, for every w ∈ Wθ,
there is a node N ′ ∈ θ, successor of N , such that wSy ∈ N ′;
– if x′(–(B ; S))y ∈ N and is not blocked by any z′(–(B ; S))y ∈ N ′, with N ′
predecessor of N , then there is a node N ′′, successor of N , and an object
variable u such that x′(–B)u, u(–S)y ∈ N ′′, if S 6= 1, and x′(–B)u ∈ N ′′
otherwise;
– if x(–(1;S))y occurs in a node N ∈ θ and S 6= 1, then there is a node N ′ ∈ θ
such that zSy ∈ N ′, for some object variable z.
Next we state and prove some preliminary lemmas and make some remarks.
Lemma 3. Let θ be a non-axiomatic not further expandable branch of a deduc-
tion tree T for a formula xPy. Then, for every x′ ∈ Wθ,
⋃
θ contains a finite
number of formulae of type x′Rx′′.
Proof. The lemma is immediate for formulae x′Rx′′ in θ, with x′′ = y, because x′
is fixed and cp(P ) is a finite set. On the other hand, if x′Rx′′ is in θ and x′′ 6= y,
then, by Lemma 2 (ii), R is a Boolean term neither containing the complement
operator nor the constant 1, obviously with R ∈ cp(P ) by Lemma 2 (i). Thus, by
systematic Boolean decomposition, x′Rx′′ generates inside θ, a finite number of
formulae with left variable x′ and right variable x′′. Since x′ is fixed and cp(P ) is
a finite set, in order to prove that, for any variable x′′ ∈ Wθ \ {x, y}, the number
of formulae of type x′Rx′′ in θ is finite, we have to show that the number of such
x′′s is finite. But this follows from the fact that each right variable of a formula
of type x′Rx′′, with x′′ 6= y, is generated by the decomposition of a (– ;)-formula
x′(–(B ; S))y and, possibly, by a finite number of Boolean decompositions. By
the first part of this lemma, the number of (– ;)-formulae x′(–(B ; S))y in θ is
finite, moreover by conditions (a) and (b) on rules application stated in step 2
of the procedure of Sect. 4.1, each of these formulae can be decomposed at most
once. ⊓⊔
Remark 2. Variables generated by (– ;)-formulae with left variable y are finitely
many because (– ;)-formulae of type y(–(B ;S))y are finitely many as well. More-
over these variables are distinct from all the variables generated by the other
(– ;)-formulae because the (– ;)-rule always introduces a new variable when it is
applied.
Remark 3. If a variable w is generated by a (– ;)-formula x′(–(B ; S))y with
x′ 6= y, then no literal of the form y(– r)w is in θ. In fact, by Lemma 3 we
know that literals of type y(– r)z, with z 6= y, are introduced in N only after the
decomposition of a (– ;)-formula with left variable y. But then z cannot be the
same variable introduced by a (– ;)-formula x′(–(B ; S))y with x′ 6= y.
Remark 4. Every (;)-formula w(B ;S)y is decomposed only with the variables in-
troduced by the decomposition of (– ;)-formulae with left variable w and possibly
with the variable y.
Lemma 4. Every formula w(B ;S)y in θ can be decomposed a finite number of
times.
Proof. Every (;)-formula w(B ; S)y in θ can be decomposed a number of times
equal to the cardinality of the set V (–B,w,
⋃
θ). By Lemmas 2 and 3, there
are only finitely many (– ;)-formulae with left variable w. Thus, all the literals
with left variable w and right variable z 6= y are finitely many. By Lemma 3 it
turns out that literals with left variable w and right variable y are finite too,
and therefore the set V (–B,w,
⋃
θ) must be finite. ⊓⊔
Lemma 5. Wθ is finite.
Proof. During the construction of the non-axiomatic not further expandable
branch θ, Wθ is enlarged by decomposing formulae of type (– ;). By the condi-
tions on the application of the decomposition rules, each (– ;)-formula can be
decomposed at most once. Therefore, in order for Wθ to be infinite, θ must con-
tain an infinite number of formulae of type (– ;). Since cp(P ) is finite, the number
of terms of type (– ;) in θ is finite too. Thus, by Lemma 3 (ii), the only possibility
for θ to contain an infinite number of formulae of type (– ;) is that there is at
least one (– ;)-formula x′(–(B ; S))y that occurs in θ infinitely many times, each
time with a different left variable. Since, by Lemma 4, every formula w(B1 ;S1)y
can be decomposed a finite number of times in θ, the formula x′(–(B ;S))y, that
appears in θ infinitely many times, each time with a different left variable, must
originate from the decomposition of a (;)-formula of type x(1 ; S2)y. By condi-
tion (b) of step 2 of the decision procedure in Sect. 4.1, x′(–(B ; S))y is allowed
to appear infinitely often with a different left variable only if there are infinite
distinct sets of (;)-terms belonging to cp(P ). But this is not possible because
cp(P ) is finite. Thus, the conditions of application of decomposition rules intro-
duced in step 2 guarantee that no (– ;)-formula x′(–(B ;S))y is allowed to occur
in θ infinitely many times, each time with a different left variable. Therefore it
follows that Wθ is finite. ⊓⊔
Next, we define recursively the weight of a term by putting:
– weight(r) = weight(– r) = weight(1) = weight(–1) = 0;
– weight(A ♯ P ) = weight(A) + weight(P ) + 1, for ♯ ∈ {∪,∩, ;};
– weight(–(A ♯ P )) = weight(–A) + weight(–P ) + 1, for ♯ ∈ {∪,∩, ;};
– weight(– –P ) = weight(P ) + 1.
Then we define the weight of a formula xPy as the weight of its term P
and the weight of a node as the sum of the weights of the formulae in N . In
particular, the weight of every (;)-formula and the weight of every (– ;)-formula
that cannot be decomposed in N , according to the decomposition rules and in
particular, to the conditions on rules application stated in step 2, is set to 0. It
can be checked that the weight of a node N is 0 if and only if it contains only
literals and formulae of types (;) and (– ;) that cannot be further decomposed,
according to the definition of the decomposition rules and of the requirements
on rules application in step 2 of the procedure of Sect. 4.1. Thus, a branch with
leaf node of weight 0 is not further expandable.
Lemma 6. After a finite number of decomposition steps, a branch θ of a de-
duction tree for xPy is prolonged to a branch which can be either axiomatic or
non-axiomatic and with the weight of the leaf node equal to 0.
Proof. Let θ = θ1, θ2, . . . be such that θi+1 is obtained from θi by an application
of a decomposition rule to the leaf node Ni of θi, for i = 1, . . .. If θi results
to be an axiomatic branch, then the thesis immediately follows. Otherwise, we
reason as shown next. For every (;)-formula ϕ of Ni, of both types x
′(B ;S)y and
x(1 ; S)y, let dec(ϕ,Ni) be the number of times ϕ has been decomposed on the
branch to which Ni belongs. If ϕ = x(1;S)y, then dec(ϕ,Ni) ≤ |Wθ|. By Lemma
5, |Wθ| is a finite number and once dec(x(1;S)y,Ni) reaches it, weight(x(1;S)y)
is set to 0. If ϕ = x′(B ; S)y, then dec(ϕ,Ni) is bounded as stated in Lemma 4.
It turns out that, at each decomposition step, we have either
1. weight(Ni) > weight(Ni+1), or
2. Σϕ∈Nidec(ϕ,Ni) < Σϕ∈Ni+1dec(ϕ,Ni+1).
The first condition holds when the decomposition rule applied to obtain θi+1
from θi is different from the (;)-rule, whereas the second condition holds when
the (;)-rule is used.
Since each node contains a finite number of formulae, weight(Ni) is a non-
negative function and dec(ϕ,Ni) is bounded for every (;)-formula ϕ, after a finite
number of steps we obtain a branch θn with a leaf node of weight 0. This means
that θn is not further expandable. Moreover, if θn is not closed, then it is a non-
axiomatic not further expandable branch. In fact, all the Boolean formulae in θn
have been decomposed, all the (– ;)-formulae, in view of the conditions of step 2,
either have been decomposed into formulae of smaller weight or they have been
not decomposed and their weight has been set to 0. Finally, all the (;)-formulae
in θn have been decomposed, each finitely many times according to condition
(a) of step 2. ⊓⊔
Considering that the procedure of Sect. 4.1 constructs any axiomatic branch and
any non-axiomatic not further expandable branch of a proof tree for xPy in a
finite number of decomposition steps, we can state the following theorem.
Theorem 1 (Termination). The dual tableau procedure for the ({1,∪,∩} ; )-
fragment described in Sect. 4.1 always terminates.
4.3 Correctness of the Procedure
We show next that the procedure is correct in the sense that when the input
formula xPy is valid, the procedure yields a closed (axiomatic) dual tableau
for xPy, whereas if xPy is not valid the procedure yields a non-axiomatic not
further expandable branch θ of a dual tableau for xPy and a model Mθ that
falsifies every formula on θ and, in particular, xPy itself.
Lemma 7. Let T be a deduction tree for a formula xPy of the ({1,∪,∩} ; )-
fragment of RL(1) constructed as described in the procedure of Sect. 4.1. If the
procedure terminates at step 4 returning a non-axiomatic not further expandable
branch θ, a model Mθ = (Uθ,mθ), and a valuation vθ, then Mθ and vθ falsify
θ.
Proof. We have to prove that Mθ and vθ falsify all the formulae in the nodes of
θ. For this purpose, it is convenient to consider the set
⋃
θ of all the formulae
contained in the nodes of θ.
Let ϕ be a formula of
⋃
θ. We prove by induction over the structure of ϕ that
Mθ and vθ falsify ϕ. The base case is handled as in [3, Lemma 4]. Concerning
the inductive step, for simplicity, we report the proof only for (;)-formulae and
for (– ;)-formulae. Let ϕ = x′(B ; S)y, and let us consider first the case where
S 6= 1. To prove that Mθ, vθ 6|= x
′(B ; S)y, we have to show that, for every
z ∈ Wθ = Uθ,
either Mθ, vθ |= x
′(–B)z or Mθ, vθ |= z(–S)y . (1)
By a repeated application of the (;)-rule, all the formulae zSy, with z ∈
V (–B, x′,
⋃
θ), occur in
⋃
θ. In particular, each of them belongs to a node of
the branch and, by inductive hypothesis, M and v do not satisfy each of them.
Thus, (1) is satisfied for every z ∈ V (–B, x′,
⋃
θ). We have to prove that it is
satisfied also for every z ∈ (Wθ \ V (–B, x
′,
⋃
θ)). We distinguish the case where
x′(–B)z has no Bool-construction from Lit (– ;), and the case where x
′(–B)z has
a Bool-construction from Lit (– ;).
Assume first that z ∈ (Wθ \ V (–B, x
′,
⋃
θ)) and that x′(–B)z has no Bool-
construction from Lit (– ;). We prove thatM, v |= x
′(–B)z by induction over the
structure of x′(–B)z.
If x′(–B)z is a literal, then x′(–B)z /∈
⋃
θ. Indeed, if x′(–B)z ∈
⋃
θ, then
z has to be a member of V (–B, x′,
⋃
θ) contradicting our hypothesis. Moreover
Lit (– ;) does not contain x
′(–B)z and thus M, v |= x′(–B)z.
If x′ nf(–B)z = x′(Q1 ∪ Q2)z, then at least one of x
′Q1z and x
′Q2z, say
x′Q1z (without loss of generality), is not a Bool⋃ θ-formula, because otherwise
z would belong to V (–B, x′,
⋃
θ), and it is not a BoolLit(– ;)-formula either,
because otherwise x′(–B)z would have a Bool-construction from Lit (– ;). Since
x′Q1z is in complement normal form and it is not a BoolLit(– ;) -formula, it does
not have a Bool-construction from Lit (– ;). Moreover, z ∈ (Wθ \V (–Q1, x
′,
⋃
θ)),
because x′Q1z is in complement normal form and it is not a Bool⋃ θ-formula.
Thus, by inductive hypothesis, M, v |= x′Q1z. Hence, M, v |= x
′(Q1 ∪ Q2)z,
so that M, v |= x′(–B)z. Finally, if x′ nf(–B)z = x′(Q1 ∩ Q2)z, then none of
x′Q1z and x
′Q2z is either a Bool⋃ θ-formula, because otherwise z would belong
to V (–B, x′,
⋃
θ), or a BoolLit(– ;) -formula. Both x
′Q1z and x
′Q2z do not have a
Bool-construction from
⋃
θ and from Lit (– ;), and thus z ∈ (Wθ\V (–Q1, x
′,
⋃
θ))
and z ∈ (Wθ \ V (–Q2, x
′,
⋃
θ)). Hence, by inductive hypothesis, M, v |= x′Q1z
and M, v |= x′Q2z. Thus M, v |= x
′(Q1 ∩Q2)z, so that M, v |= x
′(–B)z.
Finally, let us consider the case where z ∈ (Wθ \V (–B, x
′,
⋃
θ)) and x′(–B)z
has a Bool-construction from Lit (– ;). By construction of Lit (– ;),
⋃
θ must con-
tain two (– ;)-formulae: x′′ –(B1 ;Q)y, decomposed in θ with the variable z and
x′ –(B1 ; Q)y not decomposed in θ. In addition,
⋃
θ contains literals of type
x′′(– r)z differing from the literals of type x′(– r)z in Lit (– ;) only because they
contain the variable x′′ in place of the variable x′. The formulae x′′ –(B1 ; Q)y
and x′ –(B1 ;Q)y satisfy condition (b) of step 2 of the decision procedure of Sect.
4.1 (in the sense that x′ –(B1 ;Q)y is blocked by x
′′ –(B1 ;Q)y) and, therefore, by
the blocking condition, there must be in
⋃
θ a (;)-formula x′′(B ; S)y. Clearly,
z ∈ V (–B, x′′,
⋃
θ), the formula zSy is in
⋃
θ, and, by inductive hypothesis, it
holds that Mθ, vθ 6|= zSy. Thus, Mθ, vθ |= z(–S)y, as we wished to prove.
Let ϕ = x′(B ;S)y, with S = 1. To prove thatMθ, vθ 6|= x
′(B ;1)y, we have to
show that, for every z ∈Wθ,Mθ, vθ |= x
′(–B)z holds. Since θ is a non-axiomatic
not further expandable branch of T , V (–B, x′,
⋃
θ) must be empty. Moreover,
x′(–B)z cannot have a Bool-construction from Lit (– ;). Assume by contradiction
that x′(–B)z has a Bool-construction from Lit (– ;). Then, by reasoning as above,
there must be a (;)-formula x′′(B ;S)y such that z ∈ V (–B, x′′,
⋃
θ). Then z1y ∈⋃
θ, which is a contradiction, since θ is by hypothesis a non-axiomatic branch.
Thus, x′(–B)z does not have a Bool-construction from Lit (– ;). In addition,
it can be shown that Mθ, vθ |= x
′(–B)z holds, for every z ∈ Wθ. This can
be done by induction on the structure of x′(–B)z much along the same lines
of a previous case of this proof, where condition (1) is verified for every z ∈
(Wθ \ V (–B, x
′,
⋃
θ)) under the hypothesis that x′(–B)z does not have a Bool-
construction from Lit (– ;).
Let ϕ = x(1 ; S)y. To prove that Mθ, vθ 6|= x(1 ; S)y, we have to show that,
for every z ∈Wθ,
either Mθ, vθ |= x(– 1)z or Mθ, vθ |= z(–S)y . (2)
Clearly Mθ, vθ |= x1z, for every z ∈ Wθ. On the other hand, we know that
zSy ∈
⋃
θ, for every z ∈ Wθ, and thus, by inductive hypothesis, we have that
Mθ, vθ 6|= zSy. Hence, Mθ, vθ |= z(–S)y holds, as we wished to prove. Plainly
S 6= 1 because, by hypothesis, the branch is non-axiomatic.
Let ϕ = x′(–(B ; S))y, with S 6= 1. To prove that Mθ, vθ 6|= x
′(–(B ; S))y,
we have to show that there exists a z ∈Wθ such that
Mθ, vθ |= x
′Bz and Mθ, vθ |= zSy . (3)
If there is no (– ;)-formula x′′(–(B ; S))y occurring in θ that blocks x′(–(B ;
S))y, then x′(–(B ; S))y is decomposed with an object variable z, and thus
x′(–B)z and z(–S)y are in
⋃
θ. By inductive hypothesis, Mθ, vθ 6|= x
′(–B)z
and Mθ, vθ 6|= z(–S)y hold. Hence, we have Mθ, vθ |= x
′Bz and Mθ, vθ |= zSy,
as we wished to prove. Otherwise, let x′′(–(B ; S))y be a (– ;)-formula blocking
x′(–(B ; S))y and let w be the variable used to decompose x′′(–(B ; S))y. Then,
x′′(–B)w and w(–S)y are in
⋃
θ. By construction of Mθ, we have Mθ, vθ |=
x′Bw and, since, by inductive hypothesis,Mθ, vθ 6|= w(–S)y, we haveMθ, vθ |=
wSy and thus the thesis follows. The case where S = 1 can be treated in a very
similar way, considering thatMθ, vθ 6|= x
′(–(B ;1))y can be proved showing that
there is a z ∈ Wθ such that Mθ, vθ |= x
′Bz.
Let ϕ = x(–(1 ; S))y. To prove that Mθ, vθ 6|= x(–(1 ; S))y, we have to show
that there is a z ∈ Wθ such that
Mθ, vθ |= x1z and Mθ, vθ |= zSy . (4)
By construction, z¯(–S)y ∈
⋃
θ, for some z¯, and thus, by inductive hypothesis,
Mθ, vθ 6|= z¯(–S)y, andMθ, vθ |= z¯Sy hold. Clearly, we also haveMθ, vθ |= x1z¯,
as we wished to prove. If S = 1, the thesis is immediate. ⊓⊔
Theorem 2. If xPy is a valid formula of the ({1,∪,∩} ; )-fragment of RL(1),
then the procedure described in Sect. 4.1 yields a closed proof tree for xPy.
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that the procedure described in Sect.
4.1 does not yield any closed proof tree for xPy. Then, step 4 is executed and
the procedure yields a non-axiomatic not further expandable branch θ, a model
Mθ, and a valuation vθ. By Lemma 7, Mθ and vθ falsify θ, namely they falsify
each formula on the nodes of θ, and thus, in particular,Mθ, vθ falsify xPy , thus
contradicting the hypothesis. ⊓⊔
Next we show that each decomposition step performed by the decision pro-
cedure of Sect. 4.1 preserves falsifiability. This result is needed later in the proof
of Theorem 3.
Lemma 8. Let θ be a branch of a deduction tree for a formula xPy of the
({1,∪,∩} ; )-fragment that is being constructed by the procedure of Sect. 4.1
and let θ′ be obtained from θ by a decomposition step performed by the decision
procedure. If θ is a falsifiable branch, then θ′ is falsifiable too.
Proof. Assume that θ is falsifiable and let M = (U,m) and v be, respectively, a
model and a valuation falsifying each node of θ.
The branch θ′ is obtained from θ by decomposing a non-literal formula ϕ
occurring on the leaf node N of θ as illustrated in the procedure of Sect. 4.1 and
the proof can be carried out according to the type of the formula ϕ. If ϕ is a
Boolean formula, the thesis follows easily. If ϕ = x′ –(B ; S)y, with S 6= 1 and
there is no formula of type x′′ –(B ;S)y in
⋃
θ blocking ϕ, we decompose x′ –(B ;
S)y using the (– ;)-rule illustrated in Table 1 and reason as in [3, Lemma 2(1)].
Otherwise, if there is a formula of type x′′ –(B ;S)y in
⋃
θ blocking x′ –(B ;S)y,
we do not decompose x′ –(B ;S)y. Thus, N ′ = N , θ′ = θ and triviallyM, v 6|= N ′
andM, v 6|= θ′. If ϕ = x′ –(B ; 1)y and there is no formula of type x′′ –(B ; 1)y in⋃
θ blocking x′ –(B ;1)y, we decompose x′ –(B ;1)y using the rule (– ;)b of Table
2: θ′ = θN ′, where N ′ = (N \ {x′ –(B ; 1)y})∪{x′(–B)z}, with z a new variable
for θ. Since M, v 6|= x′ –(B ; 1)y, then M, v |= x′(B ; 1)y, i.e., there is a u ∈ U
such that (v(x′), u) ∈ m(B) and (u, v(y)) ∈ m(1). Let us consider the z-variant
v′ of v, such that v′(z) = u. we have M, v′ |= x′Bz and M, v′ |= z1y. Thus
M, v′ 6|= z(–B)y and, since z is a new variable, M, v′ 6|= N ′. Hence M, v′ 6|= θ′,
as we wished to prove. The case where there is a formula of type x′′ –(B ; 1)y in⋃
θ already decomposed, that satisfies together with x′ –(B;1)y the conditions on
the applicability of the (– ;)-decomposition rule stated in step 2 of the procedure
of Sect. 4.1, can be treated as the previous case.
If ϕ = x –(1 ;S)y, then θ′ = θN ′, where N ′ = (N \ {x –(1 ;S)y})∪{z(–S)y},
with z a new variable for θ. SinceM, v 6|= x –(1;S)y, thenM, v |= x(1;S)y, i.e.,
there is a u ∈ U such that (v(x), u) ∈ m(1) and (u, v(y)) ∈ m(S). Let us consider
the z-variant v′ of v, such that v′(z) = u. Then M, v′ |= x1z and M, v′ |= zSy
hold. Thus,M, v′ 6|= z(–S)y and since z is a new variable, we haveM, v′ 6|= N ′,
so that M, v′ 6|= θ′, as we wished to prove.
If ϕ = x′(B ; S)y, the proof can be carried out along the same lines of [3,
Lemma 2(2)].
If ϕ = x(1 ; S)y and z is any object variable on N such that zSy is already
in θ, we put θ′ = θN ′, with N ′ = N ∪ {zSy}. The proof that M, v 6|= θ′ can be
carried out as for the previous case, namely ϕ = x′(B ; S)y. ⊓⊔
We close the section with the following result.
Theorem 3. Let xPy be a non valid relational formula of the ({1,∪,∩} ; )-
fragment. Then the procedure yields a non-axiomatic not further expandable
branch θ of a dual tableau for xPy and a model Mθ that falsifies every for-
mula on θ and, therefore, xPy itself.
Proof. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that the procedure yields a closed proof
tree Tc of xPy. By definition, all the branches of Tc must be closed, namely they
must be axiomatic. Let us consider the initial deduction tree T0 = {xPy}. By
hypothesis, Tc is falsifiable. Thus, by iteratively applying Lemma 8, Tc must
contain a falsifiable and closed branch θ which is a contradiction. Thus, the
procedure constructs a non-axiomatic not further expandable branch θ (the first
falsifiable branch it encounters) and then it constructs a model Mθ that, by
Lemma 7, falsifies each formula on θ. ⊓⊔
5 Conclusions and Future Work
Relational entailment allows to deal with properties of relational constants and
of relational variables in dual tableau proofs without adding any specific rule
to the basic set of decomposition rules. Using entailment in dual tableau-based
decision procedures, however, can be tricky because the constant 1 occurs both
on the left hand side and on the right hand side of composition.
We have presented a dual tableau-based decision procedure for a fragment
of the logic RL(1) allowing to express some simple forms of inclusion between
relations. Specifically, we admit inside entailment only positive occurrences of
Boolean terms. This permits to express inclusion properties of type ‘(r1) ∪ s ⊆
– r2’.
We plan to extend the expressibility of our relational fragment in order to
make entailment widely applicable in dual tableau-based decision procedures. As
a first step, we intend to include negative occurrences of Boolean terms inside
entailment. In this way we will be able to formulate terms of type 1 ; (–(–(r1 ∪
s) ∪ r2) ; 1) expressing the (positive) inclusion property ‘(r1 ∪ s) ⊆ r2’.
Our further aim is to add, inside entailment, some restricted forms of com-
position so to be able to express terms of type 1 ; (–(–(s ; s) ∪ s) ; 1) and of type
1 ; (–(–(r ; r ; r)∪ r) ; 1), stating that the relational variables s and r are transitive
(i.e., ‘(s ; s) ⊆ s’) and tree-transitive (i.e., ‘(r ; r ; r) ⊆ r’), respectively. Being
able to express these properties is important if we want to use our dual tableau
decision procedure for modal logics to reason with incomplete information [4].
We also aim at introducing the converse relation ‘`’ and the identity relation
‘1′’ inside entailment for the purpose of dealing with properties such as symmetry
and reflexivity.
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